
Bloom’s Taxonomy 
 
Bloom’s Taxonomy offers a way to consider and apply critical thinking skills while building a foundation for 
your reader and your writing purpose. 
 
• Levels 1 & 2 – Knowledge and Comprehension – set the stage, so to speak, for your reader while building 

your ethos in presenting a summary and interpretation of the text – showing you understand what you 
have read. For example, if you are writing a book review, a brief synopsis of the article/book will assure 
your reader you have read it and understand the plot. If you are writing a literature review of a 
Shakespearean play, a summary of the piece of literature will assure your reader you understand 
Shakespeare’s writing. If you are writing a genre response, you must show that you understand and 
comprehend the text to which you are responding. 

 
• Level 3 – Application – applies what you have read to your purpose and audience. For a book review, 

your application is to present your opinion and judgment of a book. For a literature review, one purpose 
could be to present your stance on or interpretation of the author’s text.  For a genre response, your 
purpose is to determine if the text does what it claims to do (… what the author claims to do). 

 
• Level 4 – Analysis – goes more in depth regarding dissecting the piece. In other words, you will consider 

different aspects or parts of the text, such as type of language used, specific moves used by the author to 
accomplish his/her purpose, consideration of rhetorical appeals (logos, pathos and ethos), etc. For a book 
review, you might consider how well/poorly the plot works. For a literature review, you might consider 
how well/poorly the author uses language to achieve his/her purpose. For a genre response, you might 
consider the author’s use of rhetorical appeals in detail. 

 
• Level 5 – Synthesis – takes critical thinking toward a more creative perspective. Here is where you will 

apply previous knowledge of the topic to produce new ideas or application – your ideas. For a book 
review, you would want to discuss other books written by this author and how they are similar/different 
and new moves the author might be making, etc. For literature review, this is where you build on and 
support your own stance on/interpretation of the author’s work. For a genre response, you might consider 
if this genre text negotiates moves against traditional genres or consider how well/poorly this text 
‘works.’ The synthesis level must include any arguments that go against your views/stance.  

 

• Level 6 – Evaluation – makes judgment calls about the piece based on what you presented for levels 1 – 5. 
Evaluation should have a purpose… and it should be noted that levels 3 – 6 go far beyond summarizing. 
For a book review, level 6 should include the worth of the book, based on your previous discussion of the 
book (levels 1 – 5). For a literature review, level 6 should include application of your evaluation of the text. 
Why did you write this literature review in the first place? For a genre response, level 6 should consider 
how well you believe this genre text fits or does not fit globally and locally to other, similar genre texts. 

 
Notice that each level becomes smaller and more focused than the previous level. The amount of time (text you 
write) spent on each level becomes less and yet more focused as you move up the levels. 
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